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How to Get Organized in High
School

In high school, the expectations increase. Tardiness, late homework, and laziness are
no longer allowed. Teachers expect a lot more from students than before, as do
your parents and friends. Things get pretty hectic pretty quickly. The secret to staying
on top of it all is to get organized.

1
Obtain and use a planner. A planner is an indispensable tool for high school. Its pages
can hold homework assignments, doctor's appointments, club meetings, sports
practices, parties, and more.

• The ideal planner is neat and organized, and gives you a quick and easy way to see
your schedule and assignments for the day, week, and month. Some schools give out
or sell planners (these often contain useful school information), and a lot require you to
have one. Even if your school doesn't, go buy one of your own- it is a valuable tool for
every student. Look for one that comes in a weekly format with a full view of each month
as well, because these are the best for having a view of your week or month in
advance. Also, look for one that's small enough to keep in your bag and carry with you
and that has enough space to record assignments and dates.

• Write things down so you don't forget them. Now that you have your planner, use it! A
planner is a tool--it needs to be used to be effective. Any time something comes up, or
when you have homework to do, write it down in your planner. Consult your planner
every night to see if you have to prepare for any upcoming events and to see what
homework you've got to do, as well as every morning to see what the day holds and if
there are assignments due that need to be turned in or accomplished for that day. As
you get used to using your planner, you'll see how indispensable it is and probably start
consulting it even more often.



2
Have a place to put papers for each class. Don't just stuff them in your textbook. You
need to keep track of things so you can verify grades with teachers and ace those
upcoming quizzes and tests. notebook usually look for one with 3 subject slots to have
more space and better organization. Options include, but are not limited to:

• A plastic file organizer: Basically, all this is is a plastic file holder that expands in an
accordion style to reveal multiple pocketswith tabs on each section and that act as
individual files for all of your papers. These organizers are lightweight and compact, and
by putting the name of each of your classes on each tab, they keep papers for every
class separate while still allowing you to keep them all in one place. That way, if you
remember you had a worksheet for homework or are in a class and have time to kill,
you won't realize that the papers you need are buried in a separate folder for that class
in your locker.

• Separate folders or binders for each class: This option allows for the most storage
space, but it may be a hassle to have so many folders. Get a different, distinct design or
color for each one and label them clearly. Avoid stuffing papers into the pockets of
a binder; instead, carry around a simple three hole puncher.

• Notebook pockets: For classes with a lot of notes and not so many handouts this is a
fairly good system. If you have a spiral-bound notebook you can keep papers from
classes in the pockets. Having one extra folder for everything is also a good idea
because chances are you'll outgrow the pockets.

3

Get a separate notebook for each individual class. Yeah, it seems like a good idea
to have one huge five subject notebook for all your classes because there's less to
forget, but honestly, do you really want to bring three classes worth of notes and
homework home if you only need the things from one? And, do you want to have to tell
your teacher you lost your homework when you've misplaced it within your gigantic
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notebook. No! It's by far the best option to have a separate notebook for each class. If
you don't want to get separate notebooks, at least get two or three subject ones.

4
Get your locker and backpack/tote in good shape. It's impossible to be organized if
your locker is jammed with loose handouts, old folders, and broken pencils or when
your backpack is filled with gum wrappers and scraps of paper. Clear everything out!
Throw out all the stuff that's obviously garbage, and then sort through the rest. Look for
a book bag that's roomy and has multiple pockets. Use a locker shelf to make the most
of the minimal room. Throwaway trash promptly and leave old assignments at home.
Get into the habit of putting things back neatly where they belong, and your locker and
book bag will thank you.

5
Establish a home study area. Nobodywants to spend longer than required on
homework, but without realizing it, you'll take longer just looking for materials. Find a
place in your homewhere you're comfortable and there are no outside distractions from
family. Getting a desk and putting it in your room is a good idea, as long as you feel you
won't be distracted by its contents. You could also get a lap desk and do you work on
your bed--just make sure you don't fall asleep! Make sure there are shelves and
drawers for all necessary school supplies. Keep it clean and neat so that it's an inviting
place to work in, or a little messy if that gets the creative juices flowing for you.

6
Develop good habits. Establish routines to maintain your set-up systems. Come up
with a set time to do your homework every day, and put it back in your backpack when
you're done. Put everything you'll need for the next day in your backpack the night
before, and set out your clothing and any extras and things you'll need. Consult your
planner often, and check on, maintain, and alter your organization system when
needed. Organized people are constantly tweaking their systems to adapt to new
situations, and you should do the same. Be on time to class and make sure to take the


